
Stay connected with 
your vehicle by using 

the new Lexus Link+ app 
in 3 easy steps:

 



Download 
Lexus Link+ app 

and register

1
Link the app to 

your vehicle

2
Activate our 

digital services

3



First, download the latest Lexus Link+ app



tap Register

REGISTER



Continue

and create an account.

SUBMIT

Jonathan

Wallace

jonathan.wallace@gmail.com

+44 7911 123456

···························

England



Continue

Jonathan

Wallace

Jonathan.Wallace@gmail.com

+44 7654 000123

***********************

United Kingdom

Continue

Account verification is done by 
entering the 6-digit verification 

number sent via email. 

VERIFY ACCOUNT



Finish registering by, confirming the 
use of the biometric unlock feature.



Next step is to 
Add vehicle.

ADD VEHICLE



Tap QR code scan.



QR code to link the vehicle can be found in: 
Settings > Account > Link

Then, confirm the system notification to 
generate the QR Code



and scan it. 
(Only available for vehicles equipped with Lexus Link Connect/Lexus Link Pro)

QR code to link the vehicle can be found in: 
Settings > Account > Link



If you cannot scan the QR Code, 
you can still add your vehicle

QR code to link the vehicle can be found in: 
Settings > Account > Link



by entering the 8-digit code displayed in 
the multimedia into your Lexus Link+ app.

X X X X X X X X

QR code to link the vehicle can be found in: 
Settings > Account > Link



Your vehicle will now be added 
to your profile.



In the final step you can select 
preferred digital services.

(Connected Insurance only available 
in selected markets)



Read more about their benefits 
by tapping on the arrows.



Once you are happy with 
the services selected,

tap Activate.



Finally, read and accept the 
Terms of Use 

and consult our 
Privacy Notice.



1 HOUR after scanning the QR code, 
you will need to prove access to 

vehicle by verifying the mileage from 
the

vehicle’s dashboard.



Congratulations! 
Your vehicle has been added

and you are now 
fully connected.



Allow us to use your data to improve 
our services and take care of your 

safety by specifying your 
preferred privacy choices.



© 2023 by Lexus Europe

Details of specification and equipment provided in this document are subject to local conditions and 
requirements and may, therefore, vary from models available in your area.
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